
healing of a longstanding rift in the American left. Most

importantly however, the events in Seattle found their

greatest success as an endeavour in development education.

The mobilisation in preparation for the protests saw an

impressive effort in self-education by activists. A caravan

travelled the west coast of the US giving presentations in

churches, on university campuses, and in community centres.

Panels of speakers discussed the WTO at teach-ins on

college campuses around the country. Numerous websites,

produced by groups like Public Citizen’s Global Trade Watch

and the Direct Action Network, provided both overview and

in-depth criticism of the WTO, as well as information for

participating in the protests. Hundreds of organisations

around the country distributed thousands of fliers,

pamphlets, and books articulating critiques of the WTO.

Into the spotlight
Educational events with diverse focus were held throughout

Seattle during the week of the ministerial. In a debate to be

rebroadcast around the country, consumer advocate Ralph

Nader and Vandana Shiva of the Research Foundation for

Science, Technology and Ecology sparred with Jagdish

Bhagwati of Columbia University and David Aaron of the

US Commerce Department on the merits of globalisation

and the WTO. Teach-ins, workshops, and seminars held

during the week covered neoliberalism, global trade

unionism, biotechnology, indigenous peoples’ struggles,

women and development, intellectual property rights, North-

South coalition building, and explorations of alternatives to

the WTO model of trade and development. Central to these

activities was discussion of how globalisation influences

development.

The successes in public education have been even more

impressive, despite an often dismissive treatment of

protesters by the media. Where before the WTO enjoyed

near anonymity with the American public, it is now a

household name. Further, Seattle has changed what was once

given as inevitable – the process of corporate led

globalisation – into a subject for debate. Articles in the

popular press and in trade literature now regularly address

protesters’ critiques. This turning of the tides is exemplified

by the decision of the Economist (vol. 356, no. 8189, 2000)

to devote a cover to ‘The Case for Globalisation’. Before

Seattle, such explicit defence of the process by its

proponents was almost nonexistent.

The ‘Battle in Seattle’ performed that initial step in

education: revelation. A deeper dialogue on development and

globalisation can now begin in the US.
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The current challenge facing Japanese development

education is the fact that there is no progress in the

relationship with the government.

The Foreign Affairs Ministry and its ODA (overseas

development assistance) department have supported

development education consistently, but modestly, since the

Development Education Council of Japan (DECJ) was

established in 1982. Support has been provided primarily for

regional seminars (since 1993), annual conferences, and

some of the staff costs of DECJ’s international cooperation

advisor and researcher (since 1998). Yet the relationship with

the government is not getting any closer, even though DECJ

has a growing membership, now over 900. It would seem

that the next stage of the relationship will be negative – less

money for development education because of a possible

ODA budget cut.

Why isn’t the relationship between development

education and government more positive? We suggest two

possible reasons. One is that while the DECJ was busy

organising meetings for practitioners, it did not serve as an

advocacy body. Key players in development education did

not engage enough in discussions with the Foreign Affairs

Ministry as to the contribution development education could

make to social development and education as a whole. The

relationship with the Education Ministry is also very

shallow. On the other hand, the introduction of the new

‘integrated studies’ curriculum in 2002, which asks teachers

to teach about social issues, could be good news.

Development education now needs to demonstrate its

strengths in curriculum development and integrating global

viewpoints, questioning, and critical thinking into the

curriculum.

Another reason for the stagnant relationship with the

government could be that evaluation of development

education has received little attention. Most projects and

activities have been driven by short-term grants, and

evaluation has played was a very small part, often ad hoc

and subjective (and the same could even be said for the

government-funded projects). Consequently when people

have wanted to advocate for development education, they

have not been able to rely on evidence of what practitioners

and the movement have achieved. Soon, Japanese

development education will be celebrating its 20th year and

at this juncture it will have to show the contribution it has

made and what it can do in the future.

Japanese economic decline in the late 90s would seem to

be a threat to development education. Yet more people,

especially the younger generations, are questioning what is

A way forward, please? – a case study from Japan

Hiromi Yamashita and Haruhiko Tanaka



the real value of life and are relating development issues to

their own lives. The Chinese character for ‘crisis’ means

both ‘danger’ and ‘opportunity’. Perhaps amidst the present

dangers is in fact an opportunity for Japanese development

education to make an important move forward.

n Hiromi Yamashita, Global Understanding, and
Haruhiko Tanaka, DECJ & Rikkyo University (Japan)
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Since 1989, when development education started in Spain,

development NGOs have been supporting an information

and awareness-raising process on the causes of inequality

between the North and the South and awakening attitudes for

change that were only latent before. In these years, the

growth of development education has benefited significantly

from the implementation of the Spanish Education Reform

Act (LOGSE), which has allowed the incorporation of

development education issues into the curriculum by way of

Transversales, or cross-curricular subjects; and from the Law

of International Cooperation for Development, which despite

its limitations has consolidated development education and

social awareness as the instrument of the politics of

international cooperation for development.

Focusing on development education activities carried out

since 1994 by organisations of the Spanish Coordinadora and

the Coordinadoras Autonomicas, the objectives of the

research were:

1) To learn how organisations define the concepts of

‘development’ and ‘development education’, and the

issues they consider to be  priorities.

2) To learn the content of actions, projects, and

programmes undertaken by the organisations studied, as

well as their aims and objectives, target groups,

methodology, and evaluation system.

3) To sketch a profile of the challenges organisations could

face in the immediate future.

This article presents some of the key findings based on data

collected from the NGO survey, and summarises the report’s

recommendations and conclusions.

Conceptualising DE
Within the Spanish context, the two primary understandings

of development education are as ‘an educational endeavour’

and ‘a mobilising tool for action’. Development education

should facilitate:

• the understanding of the link between our lives and

those of people in other countries;

• the growth of knowledge about economic, social, and

political forces that explain and provoke poverty,

inequalities, and oppression and that condition our lives;

• the development of values, attitudes, and abilities that

will help us realise that our decisions have an impact on

our lives and on the lives of others; and

• the participation in proposals for change in order to

secure a world in which resources, goods, and power are

fairly distributed.

In summary, development education should facilitate

sustainable human development at an individual, local, and

international level.

If we accept that the aim of the movement for

development cooperation is to unite people’s actions to

obtain a more just world in which all people have the right to

a dignified life and to transform the structures that condemn

three quarters of the world’s population to a miserable life,

then development education has a special role to play. The

mission of development education is to draw the attention of

societies in the North to the potential for change that they

have in their hands, to mobilise and inform, to question the

nature of conflicts, and to organise specific campaigns aimed

at the political centres of decision in order to change laws,

policies, and dynamics.

The review found that development education was most

often defined by the NGOs surveyed as ‘raising awareness,

sensitising, strengthening cooperation’, followed by ‘a

proposal for action and change, change of values, and

generation of citizens capacity to act’. In general, small

organisations understand development education as raising

awareness and larger organisations as a change of values. A

majority still supports the sensitising and informing role of

development education over development education as an

educational approach. Indeed, 52% of the development
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